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A B S T R A C T

Galvanic and bipolar cells were used to demonstrate the complexity of electroless deposition reactions. The separation of the half-reactions, and the ability to control the potential, demonstrate the effect of the substrate and the interdependence of the anodic and cathodic processes. The effect of applied potential, substrate and temperature on Cu electroless deposition was studied, using dimethylamine borane as reducing agent.
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1. Introduction

Electroless deposition has attracted attention as a simple method for selective metallisation of surfaces [1–6]. Although applications are broad, the complexity of the baths and the lack of net current flow mean that mechanistic knowledge is rather scant. A particularly significant debate revolves around the driving force within an electroless bath and that measured in the corresponding physically separated half-cells; it has widely been assumed that they are identical, hence the use of the mixed potential theory (MPT) to interpret electroless processes [7–11]. This has been specifically criticised [12], however, and a few detailed mechanistic studies have noted deviations between its predictions and kinetic data, which are generally attributed to interactions between the two half-reactions [13–18]. In the current study we compare the rate of electroless copper deposition with the associated galvanic case (separate half-cells) and a bipolar case, which allows control of the applied potential. Bipolar electrochemistry has lately reached prominence, being used to prepare Janus objects, investigate coupled reactions and generate surfaces with molecular gradients [19–21]. Recent reviews describe the bipolar concept and its applications [22]; however only one communication has reported its application to electroless deposition [23].

2. Experimental

Two experimental configurations were used, which separate the anodic (reducing agent oxidation) and cathodic (deposition) reactions: bipolar and galvanic cells. The bipolar configuration allows potential control by connecting the “reference” and “counter” terminals of the potentiostat (Autolab PGSTAT100) to the cathodic half-cell, and the “working” and “sense” terminals to the anodic compartment [23,24]; the potential differences refer to the potential of the reducing agent half-cell relative to that of the metal. Gold disks (2 mm) and homemade Ag/AgCl sat were used as working and reference electrodes, respectively. Pt served as counter electrode in the Cu-containing half-cell, while graphite was used with dimethylamine borane (DMAB), to avoid the well-known noble metal catalysis of the reagent’s hydrolysis [25,26]. In the galvanic cell, spontaneous current transients and open circuit potentials (OCP) are recorded by short-circuiting the Au electrodes and connecting both compartments through a salt-bridge; data was acquired using a National Instruments PCI-4065 digital multimeter card, with a custom-written LabView program [27].

The composition of Cells 1–5 derives from previous reports of Cu-DMAB electroless systems [4,28]. The pH was regulated to 11.6, using KOH and triethanolamine as buffer, with tetraazadodecane ligating Cu(II) to prevent precipitation [28,29]. A thermostatic water bath maintained the temperature at 55 ± 0.2 °C (with room temperature as comparison). Cu electrodes were prepared by electroless deposition, while thicknesses were determined through a stripping method previously described [27].

3. Results and discussion

Chronoamperometric experiments in the bipolar cell (Cell 2) allowed the study of applied potential differences (ΔE) on the copper-
DMAB system. Fig. 1A shows that the deposit thickness after 10 min in Cell 2 increases markedly with potential, from no detectable deposition at $\Delta E$ values above 0.20 V, to over 0.50 $\mu$m at values more negative than $-0.60$ V. At $\Delta E = -0.69$ V, the thickness is equal to that of the electroless bath (Cell 1, dashed line). Although this potential coincides with the magnitude of the OCP measured in Cell 3, in the latter case deposits were much thinner after 10 min (solid triangle). This implies that, as expected from MPT, the galvanic cell's OCP is a good indicator of the driving force of the electroless process; however, an external energy input is needed to maintain the rate when the half-reactions are separated (see below).

In contrast to Cell 2, where $\Delta E$ is externally held constant throughout the experiment, the conditions in Cell 3 vary as deposition occurs. To understand the differences between Cells 2 and 3, OCP magnitudes were studied as a function of time (Fig. 1B). This was done by periodically interrupting deposition for a few seconds. As with all measurements in the galvanic cell, triplicate experiments were performed and average values are presented.

The OCP in Cell 3 drops significantly within the first 30 s (by 0.25 V), with considerably slower change with time afterwards. This coincides with the induction time observed in the equivalent electroless bath [27], indicating an influence of the deposit, in the copper half-cell, on the OCP. This drastic initial drop could explain the behaviour seen in Fig. 1A: if instead of the initial OCP, that obtained after 10 min is used for comparison (open inverted triangle), the thickness obtained in Cell 3 is closer to the bipolar trend. This can be attributed to the deposition of Cu on the Au electrode in the cathodic compartment and its consequent effect on the thermodynamics of Cu deposition. The open circles in Fig. 1B result from Cell 4, which contains a Cu electrode in the cathodic half-cell. They show that the initial OCP is close to that of Cell 3 after 30 s, when the Au electrode in the latter is covered by Cu; the behaviour of both cells is very similar after 30 s. The change in the driving force for Cu deposition with the evolution of the surface reveals the deficiencies of MPT as this theory does not consider the effects of the substrate on the half-reactions.

### Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>T/°C</th>
<th>OCP/V</th>
<th>OCP$max$/V</th>
<th>OCP$\Delta$/V</th>
<th>$\mu$/g/d</th>
<th>$\mu$/g/d</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>0.62</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>0.47</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>55</td>
<td>0.69</td>
<td>0.44</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In the electroless bath, the decrease of the deposition driving force is countered by an increase due to the catalytic nature of copper towards DMAB oxidation. As seen in Fig. 1B, an increase of ca. 0.25 V is observed by replacing Au with Cu in the DMAB compartment (Cell 5). An analogous trend to that of Cell 3 is produced with time; however, as the initial potential is higher, the OCP is always higher in Cell 5, in agreement with the faster rate and higher efficiencies previously observed in this type of cell [27]. The increase in OCP due to DMAB oxidation on Cu almost exactly counters the decrease in OCP associated with Cu deposition on Cu. In all cases a slow decrease in OCP is seen with time, suggestive of progressively poorer DMAB oxidation kinetics. The rate of DMAB electro-oxidation limits the process and the influence of adsorption and substrate effects has been noted previously [30–32]. Homma et al. have theoretically rationalised the faster oxidation of DMAB on Cu compared to metals with lower electron affinity [33]; Au is such a metal. Reported DMAB electro-oxidation currents are over an order of magnitude higher on Cu than on Au electrodes [29]. These results demonstrate the interdependence of the half-reactions, with the evolution of the Cu deposit directly affecting DMAB oxidation; as noted above, the assumption of independent reactions is one of the major drawbacks of MPT.

Fig. 1B presents the effect of temperature, showing thickness versus potential at room temperature (22 °C, triangles) and 55 °C (dots). Higher $\Delta E$ values are required at the lower temperature to obtain similar thicknesses. At 22 °C, deposition does not occur at potentials above 0.00 V, approximately 0.2 V below the onset at 55 °C. Likewise, the thickness obtained in Cell 1 at 55 °C was not obtained in the bipolar cell at 22 °C, even when applying almost twice the potential difference required at 55 °C (ca. 1.3 V vs. ~0.7 V).

The OCP measured using Cell 3 at the two temperatures (Table 1) is similar at the start and after 30 min of deposition (it is in fact initially higher at 22 °C). After 30 s, however, the decrease in OCP is significantly larger at room temperature (ca. 0.15 V) than at 55 °C, indicating a longer induction time, i.e. the electrode is not covered by Cu after 30 s, consistent with the three-fold fall in rate suggested by Fig. 2A.

Deposition efficiency was studied in the bipolar cell by comparing the deposit thickness with the charge passed (Fig. 2B). Three distinct regions are present at 55 °C: above 0.20 V, the ratio of the stripping and deposition charges is close to zero, as deposition is negligible; between 0.20 V and $-0.20$ V a sharp and steady increase in efficiency is observed, reaching a value of $-0.9$ below $-0.20$ V. As mentioned above, this latter efficiency agrees with that of Cell 3. The agreement in efficiency in this potential region between the galvanic and bipolar cells indicates that the efficiencies of the former are a good approximation to that of the electroless bath; i.e. in this window, the bipolar cell produces films that match in thickness those of the bath.

A 0.2 V offset is observed between the efficiency plots for the different temperatures and a more gradual increase is observed at room temperature than at 55 °C. Table 1 shows a significant difference of efficiency in Cell 3: at 22 °C it is below 50%, indicating a clear influence of side reactions that do not contribute to deposit growth with hydrogen evolution being the most likely cathodic side reaction in this system [23,27].

### Cell 5

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cu</th>
<th>0.065 M DMAB</th>
<th>0.030 M CuSO₄</th>
<th>0.045 M 1,5,8,12-tetraazadodecane</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Au</td>
<td>0.065 M DMAB</td>
<td>0.030 M CuSO₄</td>
<td>0.045 M 1,5,8,12-tetraazadodecane</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
the coverage of the Au substrate with Cu overlayers. and Cu deposition are surface-sensitive reactions, strongly affected by changes in cell potential caused by surface effects. Both DMAB oxidation and bipolar cells demonstrates that in the system under study (Cu-DMA) the separation leads to decreased reaction kinetics due to half-reactions has been suggested previously; the use of the galvanic over-simplification. Interdependence of the deposition and oxidation in independent redox reactions, and the mixed potential theory can de-

4. Conclusions

It has been widely assumed that electroless deposition occurs via
deposition and oxidation half-reactions has been suggested previously; the use of the galvanic interdependence of the deposition and oxidation reaction kinetics due to changes in cell potential caused by surface effects. Both DMAB oxidation and Cu deposition are surface-sensitive reactions, strongly affected by the coverage of the Au substrate with Cu overlayers.

Additionally, the deposit thickness decreased with decreasing temperature at equal potentials and the Faradaic efficiency was halved by lowering the temperature from 55 °C to 22 °C; this observation demonstrates that the deposition half-reaction is affected by temperature, giving way to side reactions which decrease efficiency.
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